DEFINE & ASSESS
WORKSHOP #1
KICK-OFF & STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS

ASSESS how the campus functions today

DEFINE the challenges the community is facing

TEST a series of scenarios

ENVISION planning principals and a conceptual framework

SYNTHESIZE an integrated solution

SYNTHESIZE
WORKSHOP #8: BALTIMORE
PLAN RECONCILIATION & PHASING
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DRAFT PLAN

WORKSHOP #10
FINAL PLAN PRESENTATIONS
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Engagement

- Student Life / Diversity and Inclusion
- Admissions and Enrollment
- Athletics and Recreation
- Newman Center
- Sustainability
- Deans
- Chancellor
- Provost
- Executive Real Estate Round Table
- Deans
- Pioneer Leadership Program
- Volunteers In Partnership
- Communications
- Registrar
- Events
- OPV Consulting
- Advancement
- Dan Ritchie
- Board of Trustees
- Advisory Panel
- Coordinating Committee
- Student Advisory Committee
- Denver City Planning
- May Open Forums – Students / Faculty / Staff
- On-line Interactive survey elements
- Website
WHAT WE HEARD
“Anything fun is off-site”

- Sections along Evans and University need significant thought to grow into a vibrant College Town
- Few dining and entertainment options within walking distance
- Make campus a destination for City of Denver
- The best vibe is downtown neighborhoods
- Local shops and restaurants, not national chains

THEME: Economics of the Edges
“Campus should be welcoming for everyone.”

- Welcoming and clear entries
- Visitor Welcome Center
- Clear wayfinding and signage
- Make campus comfortable for a diverse population
- DU should be warm and interesting
- Campus needs visible activity, even between semesters
- Add night lighting so campus looks inviting to adjacent communities

THEME: Place/ Wayfinding / Sustainability
“Campus should feel like it is part of Denver and the West.”

- Celebrate the Power of Place
- Campus does not connect to Denver and the West as well as it could
- Connecting to the place is part of the student expectation
- Facilities do a good job of highlighting iconic views that celebrate context
Conceptual Plan

Inwardly Focused Campus
Planning Principle

Develop a vibrant DU Village

- Create a welcoming entrance to campus that includes a mix of uses and engaging programs.
- Improve the campus edge and establish an inclusive sense of place.
- Create places that represent and encourage DU’s inventive spirit and embody the commitment to outreach.
- Incorporate thresholds and portals that are welcoming to a wide range of constituents.
- Support students’ needs by providing a diversity of housing options.
- Create a financially-viable master framework plan for the future of DU’s edges.
CAMPUS ACTIVATORS + STANDARDS

Invest in movable, playful seating and campus activators
Extend activity across the seasons
Campus Activators.....
Integrate Seamlessly within Campus Context
CONCEPTUAL IDEAS
University Boulevard: Working Alternative
Buchtel Boulevard: Existing Conditions
Buchtel Boulevard: Working Alternative

- Undergraduate Student Housing
- Graduate / Faculty Housing
- Hotel
- Retail
- Parking Garage
Lot 108: Existing Conditions
Lot 108: Working Alternative
South Campus: Existing Conditions
South Campus: Working Alternative
Composite: Existing Conditions
DISCUSSION